

Leading Psychic, Life coach, Healer Rachanaa Jain shares red carpet with Celebs
at THE ASIAN AWARDS
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Leading psychic healer & Coach Rachanaa Jain was recently seen sharing red
carpet with celebs at 6th Asian Awards. The expert reader & coach in Fengshui,
Reiki, Oracle card reading, numerology and Realm reading has also authored a book
on beating procrastination.
London, United Kingdom – 15th April, 2016 – The recently concluded 6th Asian
Awards hosted a stellar event glammed up by the best of celebrities from all over.
Along with superstars and achievers from several industries, leading psychic healer &
Coach Rachanaa Jain was also seen sharing the red carpet with many celebs at the
esteemed event.
The 2016 Asian Awards was hosted at The Great Room a Grosvenor House Hotel,
London, on April 8. For years, Rachanaa has been a trusted psychic reader & healer
to several celebs and it’s her stellar client-base that makes her a known guest at these
star-studded celebrations- an exclusive affair not enjoyed by many psychic healers.

“It was a special honor for me to share the prestigious red carpet with iconic celebs
like Adele Emily Sandé, Tottenham Spur star Son Heung-min, MMA maverick & actor
Alex Reid, famous TV presenter Elizabeth ‘Lizzie’ Cundy, CBE and Entrepreneur Dr
Rami Ranger, Indian English Politician Baroness Verma, English television personality
Jasmin Walia and many such honchos at the 6th Asian Awards. As a psychic healer to
celebs, I do enjoy a close camaraderie with stars all around and it was great pleasure
to be able to attend the grand award ceremony,” stated Rachanaa while speaking
about her experience at the majestic Asian Awards last week.

The founder of “Devine Messages Limited”, Rachanaa specializes in healing, reading,
teaching & helping people to identify their inner potential so that they can work hard to
turn the cherish dreams to reality. She is widely famous for her extremely accurate
readings, she is renowned for her works in Vaastu Shastra. Added to Fengshui,
Rachanaa is an expert in Reiki, Oracle card reading, numerology and Realm reading.
She offers both certification & corporate programs and carries workshops all over the
world
“What makes her different is her unique ability to spot an issue, read a person’s past
& present accurately & offer the most compatible solution that will brighten up his future
& assure a happy life. An optimistic person, she always takes on a positive &
compassionate approach towards finding solutions to life’s problems. Her readings
and healing have helped many to come out of depression and enjoy a successful and
content life”, added in the spokesperson from Devine Messages.
The leading psychic healer has also turned an author lately with her new book “ Awake
Your Dreams: Stop Procrastinating! Start Achieving!” The book discusses about the main reasons
behind procrastination and forwards a smart 6-step DREAMS system that will help
people to prevent the procrastinating thoughts and work immediately towards success.
“Procrastination is often one of the main reasons hindering one from leading a
successful life, even when he has full potential. This book here will help to bring out
inner drive in everybody so that they are charged up to do the needful now- without

pushing it away for a fictitious tomorrow. You will have a healthy and effective ‘minddiet’ here.”
For more information about her, please visit

http://rachanaajain.com
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